This paper is concerned with structured machine learning, in a supervised machine learning context. It discusses how to make joint structured learning on interdependent objects of different nature, as well as how to enforce logical constraints when predicting labels. We explain how this need arose in a Document Understanding task. We then discuss a general extension to Conditional Random Fields (CRF) for this purpose and present the contributed open source implementation on top of the open source PyStruct library. We evaluate its performance on a publicly available dataset.
Introduction
Structured prediction is about predicting a structured output rather than a scalar value, given some input. It finds applications in natural language processing, computer vision and many other fields. While there are several models and relevant methods to support structured machine learning, our focus here is on the popular graphical model named Conditional Random Fields (CRF).
CRF was first introduced by Lafferty et al. in 2001 [1] and later applied on many tasks in computer vision, natural language processing to cite a few. We review here only a few salient works, relevant to the topic of this paper.
In 2004, Quattoni et al. [13] aimed at categorizing an image based on its parts. Since the parts were not labelled, i.e. unobserved, they introduced hidden variables. While this incorporation of hidden variables in the CRF framework is the key contribution, we also view this work as one of the first at dealing with objects of different natures in CRF. Indeed, the so-called parts are patches while it is the image itself that needs to be categorized. Similarly, He et al. [14] introduced an additional layer of hidden variables to encode particular patterns within a subset of nodes.
In 2004 also, Sutton et al. [15] introduced the concept of Factorial CRF, which is a generalization of linear-chain CRFs that repeat structure and parameters over a sequence of state vectors. In this approach, the labels of a chain belong each to a certain temporality, with connection between labels that are consecutive within-chain and between consecutive chains. One advantage of this model is to jointly solve multiple labelling tasks, on the same sequence, instead of applying multiple separate models. Recently, for instance, Wang & Kan in [16] used Factorial CRF to jointly perform Chinese word recognition and segmentation. We will show in section 3.2.2 how our proposal generalizes Factorial CRFs.
CRF models came later in the Document Understanding community and was used to segment and label a page image in [17] . Recently, and closer to the task discussed in next section, CRF was used for labeling the objects on a page of a document [19] , moving away from pixel-based or pixelpatch-labeling.
The work of Albert et al. in [18] is also of particular relevance to us. They propose a two-layer CRF model to simultaneously classify the so-called land cover and land use, the former relates to the nature of the terrain while the latter relates to its socio-economic function. Both layers consist of nodes and intra-layer edges. The nodes at different layers are connected by inter-layer edges. Both layers differ with respect to the entities corresponding to the nodes and the classes to be distinguished, which is caused by the different nature of these classification tasks.
We are addressing here this problem, i.e. having nodes of different nature, in a general principled manner.
The goal of this paper it to focus on an extension of CRF supporting joint prediction on items of different nature but possibly interdependent. We also propose to support logical constraints on items' labelling. We illustrate the approach by an open source extension to the open source CRF library called PyStruct [2, 3, 4] .
In the next sections, we will illustrate similar needs arising in the Document Understanding field. We then discuss how to support nodes of different nature in CRF and how to support first order logic constraints at inference time in PyStruct. Finally, we extend the Snake example introduced in [6] to experimentally validate this work.
Need for Joint Structured
Prediction and Logical Constraints
Nodes of Different Natures
During a Document Understanding task consisting in labeling textual blocks of OCRed or digital documents, a CRFbased structured learning approach was chosen. We modelled each document as a general CRF graph, consisting only of unary and pairwise potential functions. In this graph, a node reflects a textual block while an edge reflects a spatial relation between two blocks, either on same page or on two contiguous pages [5] . The unary potential applies onto nodes, while the pairwise applies onto edges. Modeling the whole document as a graph allowed us to leverage the patterns that exist within a document, within and across its pages. However, a secondary task consisted in labeling each page of a document. Since the page labels clearly follow a pattern over the sequence of pages of each document, we again used structured learning, a chain CRF model in this case.
Eventually, a structured classifier at block-level and a structured classifier at page-level were delivered for production use, using PyStruct.
But this two-part solution cannot capture and exploit the dependency between the two tasks. Our intuition is that the category of a page is informative for labelling its text blocks, and vice versa. We therefore believe a better solution could be constructed by addressing both tasks jointly instead of independently of each other. This would involve representing the text blocks and the pages of a document as nodes, of different types, in the same graph. Each type of node would have its own label space and edges would be allowed between pairs of nodes of same type and of different types. This was not possible with PyStruct, which on the contrary assumes that all nodes are homogeneous, that is they all have the same meaning. In other words, all nodes must have the same number of classes and these classes mean the same things. So, all nodes share the same weights (per class) and all edges share the same weights (per pair of class), as discussed later.
Beyond this case, CRF seems promising for labelling page objects simultaneously while exploiting their interdependences. However, objects on a page are of different nature, like text, image, graphical line, to mention a few conventional page objects. Each nature of object calls for a specific vector representation and a specific set of classes (labels).
Therefore, we propose CRF models where nodes can be of one of several possible natures, or type. This is discussed in next section in more details.
First order Logic Constraints
During the same work, several known facts were not explicitly expressed in our block model. In this case, it was given as fact that each page could have zero or one so-called 'number' and zero or one so-called 'title'. While the CRF model could learn that from the training set, having the capability to express this a priori knowledge in the model is beneficial. Given that one inference library used by PyStruct [3] has the capability of making inferences while taking into account certain first order logic constraints, we extended PyStruct to benefit from this mechanism, as discussed in next section.
Heterogeneous CRF Models
We first recall the definition of a CRF model before defining the proposed model.
Conditional Random Fields
The original CRF model [1] assumes that nodes are homogeneous, that is, they share the same label set. The prediction of a CRF model [1] is multivariate, i.e. it is a vector of length of discrete labels in space {1, … , } .
where V denotes the set of vertices, and E ⊂ V × V the set of edges. The graph potential function ( , ) between an input and its structured label vector takes the form below.
Here ( , ) is the unary potential function, while , ( , , ) is the pairwise potential functions.
Under the usual assumption that the potential functions are linear, like in PyStruct, ( , ) is:
Here, is the model's unary weight vector given a node label , ( ) is a vector representation of the vertex , , is a pairwise weight vector given a pair of labels, and ( , ) is a vector representation of an edge ( , ).
Heterogenous Nodes
We generalize the supported graphs to a form which is close to what is called multi-type graphs in [7] :
be a k-type graph where denotes a set of vertices of type t, and , ′ denotes the set of edges connecting a vertex of type to a vertex of type ′ . Note that , ′ can be empty if none of the t-type vertices is connected to t'-type vertices. We then consider label spaces of the form {1, … , } where is the number of labels of nodes of type ∈ {1, … , }.
We can generalize the PyStruct potential function to:
Here, each type defines its own unary weight vector given a label {1, … , } and defines its own vector representation ( ) of a vertex ∈ . Similarly, each pair of type , ′ defines its own pairwise weight vector Operationally, the unary and pairwise weights of singletype CRF in Equation (2) can be factorized into Equation below.
By concatenating the and the , , on one side, into a single vector and, on the other side, concatenating with proper shift the feature vectors aggregated by label, or pair of labels, into a single vector ( , ), one gets an equation like:
This is the form internally used by PyStruct, which then uses a learner method to learn the weights and an inference method to predict the label vector that maximizes the potential given the input .
The generalized form for multi-type CRF graphs is amenable to a similar form, shown below.
By concatenating the and the , , ′
, we get the multitype model weight vector while the aggregated feature vectors can be concatenated with proper shift to obtain the ( , ). We again end with Equation (5) and fit with the general PyStruct design. This is how we implemented the multi-type CRF model in PyStruct, but the approach is quite general and applies to CRF models based on linear potential functions.
This implementation however requires an adaptation of the inference method, since nodes do not have all the same set of labels. We chose to adapt the AD3 [10, 12] inference library for that purpose. AD3 is one of the inference method supported by PyStruct, it provides an "approximate maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference on factor graphs, based on the alternating directions method of multipliers". The adaptation is immediate as a CRF vertex ∈ is reflected as a factor graph variable associated to a potential vector of length , computed as .
( ). A CRF edge ( , ) ∈ , ′ is reflected as a pairwise factor associated to a potential matrix of shape × ′ computed as , ′ .
, ′ ( , ).
The contributed source code is available in GitHub [8,9].
3.2.1
Number of Model Parameters In unstructured machine learning, dealing with multi-type input is usually dealt with by training one classifier per type of input and associated set of labels. Alternatively, a single, but a priori sub-optimal, model could be set up by simple concatenation of the sets of labels in a single set, and concatenation of the corresponding features vectors with appropriate shift per type. But in structured machine learning, more precisely in a CRF-based approach, doing so would not be effective because it would lead to learn useless model parameters, for irrelevant states given a node, and for irrelevant pairwise interaction between pair of states given a pair of node. Due to the regularization, those parameters should be set to 0 but in any case, such an approach would lead to an unnecessary large model, with a number of parameters equal to:
In addition, one is not guaranteed against inconsistent prediction, given the type of a node. In such case, no easy workaround exists, as choosing among relevant labels even for a small number of nodes is quickly intractable.
The proposed approach lead to a smaller number of model parameters equal to:
3.2.2
Relationship with Factorial CRF We reproduce below a figure from [15] showing in a graphical representation how the multiple labels ( and ) interact in a Factorial CRF.
Fig. 1. Figure from [15]
The same representation is obtained in the present work by defining two types of nodes, one with labels and the other with labels . Then each observation is reflected twice, once per node type, and by constructing a laddershape graph, one obtains the unary and pairwise interactions depicted in figure above. But contrary to Factorial CRF, other graph structures are possible as well, and in this sense, the notion of node type is more general.
Of course, as a practical remark, the representation of each observation does not need to be duplicated in memory, despite leading to two nodes in the graph.
First Order Logic Constraints
When using AD3 for inference, PyStruct converts the input CRF graph into a pairwise factor graph, as discussed in section 4.1.1 of Müller's thesis [4] . Noticing that the AD3 inference library can consider certain first order logic constraints for factor graphs made of binary variables and that, in addition, Martins et al. describe a procedure for reflecting CRF graphs as binary factor graphs, we considered supporting first order logic constraints expressed on the vertices' states of the CRF graph at inference time.
3.3.1
Logic Constraints in Single-Type PyStruct CRF For supporting logic constraints in a single-type CRF, the CRF graph must be reflected as a binary pairwise factor graph. This is described in section 4.3 of [10] as follow:
• For each node ∈ of a CRF graph, define binary variable , for each possible label ∈ {1, … , }; link those variables to a factor. This imposes ∑ , =1 = 1, ∀ ∈ .
• For each edge ( , ) ∈ , define binary variables ∀ .
This procedure reflects each possible state of each node as a binary variable. It is straightforward to support first order logic constraints expressed over vertices' states at inference time, simply by adding those constraints. Obviously, adding such constraint(s) much be done with care so that the system is satisfiable.
The logic operators supported by AD3 are: XOR, XOR_OUT, AT_MOST_ONE, OR, OR_OUT, AND_OUT, IMPLY. Their semantic is detailed in section 5.2 of [12] . It is worth noting that XOR, OR, IMPLY are hard constraints, while XOR_OUT, OR_OUT, AND_OUT are soft-constraints. The former contributes −∞ to the potential to while the latter rewards for fulfilling the constraint.
3.3.2
Logic Constraints in Multi-Type PyStruct CRF A simple extension of the above procedure supports a k types CRF graph. One has to build the corresponding pairwise binary factor graph as follow:
• For each type ∈ {1, … , }, for each node ∈ of a k-type CRF graph, define binary variable , for each possible label ∈ {1, … , } ; link those variables to a factor. This imposes ∑ , =1 = 1, ∀ ∈ , ∀ ∈ {1, … , }.
• We implemented the support for first order logic constraint for both single-type and multi-type CRF models in an inference method declared as 'ad3+' in PyStruct. The contributed source code is available in GitHub [8,9]. It consists in modifying the Python API of the AD3 library, which itself remains unchanged.
Experiment: Hidden Snakes
We experimented with our Document Understanding task the impact of the logic constraints and it showed some clear improvement. Also, we could train our CRF model over 584 documents, totalizing 5,173,073 nodes and 11,052,531 edges. With 2041 node features and 1034 edge features, and for 3 classes, this leads to a model containing 2041×3 + 1034×3×3 = 15429 parameters. The training took 5 days on a 2x Xeon E5-2680 @2.4Ghz computer. As PyStruct supports parallel computing, we allowed for up to 8 jobs in parallel, which shared some memory. In total, the memory footprint was ~400GB. However, on this task, we did not experiment yet the multitype CRF model and more importantly, we cannot provide the source code nor the data to let others reproduce the experiment.
Therefore, we report here on another task, which is artificial but reproducible but all.
We chose to reuse the Snake dataset introduced by Nowozin et al. in [6] and which was also used as one experiment by Müller in PyStruct [3, 4] .
Here the task description made by Müller in [4] , page 58-59:
The snakes dataset is a synthetic dataset where samples are labeled 2D grids. It was introduced by Nowozin et al. [2011] The goal is to predict a labeling of the snake from "head" to "tail", that is, assigning numbers from zero to nine to the cells that are occupied by the snake. To experiment the multi-type model as well as the logic constraints, we extended the task to obtain the Hidden Snake task. In this new task, we duplicate each image of the dataset and damage one of its snake cells by changing its color to another of the four colors among "up", "down", "left", "right". In most of the cases, the new image does no longer contain a snake of length ten but rather several shorter snake fragments. The label of all pixels of the modified image is set to 'background' since the image does not contain a snake of length ten, despite the 10 colored pixels. Let's note that in some surprising cases, despite the color change of one cell, we still have a snake of length ten. In this case, we discard the modified image. We therefore have slightly less images without, than with a snake. Fig. 2 illustrates how a valid snake image is modified to obtain a 'nosnake' image.
We call this new dataset "Hidden Snake", since an image containing a snake looks like an image that does not contain one, as if the snake was hiding itself.
Fig. 2.
The Hidden Snake task. Upper input image contains a snake, while the lower input image does not contain any snake and the groundtruth label of all its pixels is 'background', i.e. white colored. The legend of direction colors is shown in the middle.
Obviously, the task of labelling the snake cells from tail to head becomes more difficult, since only local evidence allow for detecting the snake discontinuity, which must lead to labelling all colored pixels as background.
In this experiment, a secondary task consists in labelling the image as Snake or NoSnake, depending if it contains a snake or not.
The original Snake dataset is available in GitHub. The code for modifying it as well. The size of the Hidden Snake dataset is reported in the 
Vector Representation and Hyper Parameters
In our experimentation, we kept the exact same vector representation of the pixels, used to solve the original Snake task. It is explained verbatim in the beginning of section 4. The vector representation of the image itself is constituted of 7 values: the height and width in pixels of the nonbackground area in the image, and the histogram of number of pixels for each of the 5 colors. This representation is arbitrary and for sure not appropriate to solve the image classification task.
The hyper parameters of the Snake experiment by Müller are kept unchanged (at their default value, actually) for all experiments.
Experiments
We did three series of experiments. Firstly, to evaluate how harder is the Hidden Snake task compared to the original Snake task, using the standard PyStruct method. Secondly, we evaluate the performance of the extended PyStruct compared to the original PyStruct on the Hidden Snake task. Thirdly, we randomly generate additional images of snake to compare the same three methods. In first two series, we also report the performance of a baseline oracle that predicts background for all pixels.
We did not compare PyStruct and the proposed extension on the Snake dataset, because by construction they are bound to perform the same, so this would be an engineering regression test, irrelevant here.
4.2.1
How difficult is the Hidden Snake dataset? The experiment consists in running the standard PyStruct method, which solved the Snake task, on the Hidden Snake task 1 .
We report the global accuracy as done in previous work, but also the accuracy computed only on the snake cells, i.e. accuracy on labels 1 to 10 (label 0 is background).
on each task compared to the corresponding specific classifiers. The logic constraints used at inference time are bringing additional performance gain at pixel-level, but equivalent loss at picture-level.
4.2.3
Comparing to PyStruct on the Hidden Snake dataset with additional images Here, instead of using the standard snake images, we generate them at random to evaluate the impact of the training set size to the methods. The test set is the same as before (the corresponding code is in GitHub   3 ). Since we generate the training set, we ran the experiment ten times for each training set size. This is shown in Table 4 . The average accuracy of the extended version of PyStruct is highly significantly above the one of PyStruct. However, the difference between PyStruct+ and PyStruct+Logic is not significant at 95% (Welch's t-tests), but only at 80%.
We believe this experiment validates the interest of the extension made on PyStruct. 
97.5%
0.3% Table 4 . Effect of larger training set
Conclusion
We presented an extension to CRF that support structured learning on objects of different nature, as well as prior knowledge in the form of logic constraints expressed on the predicted labels. This extension has been implemented on top of the PyStruct and to some extend the AD3 libraries, resulting in new open source libraries under either BSD or MIT license, both being very permissive. We also proposed a modification of a dataset publicly available to evaluate the proposed extension.
We plan to conduct further Document Understanding experiments of this extension during the READ EU project on historical documents. We are also now looking forward from feedback from other practitioners.
